
tiers of bunks, give some idea.of the grisly work: 
it is conteInplated may be performed 011 board 
before her mission is accomplished. 

Q Q Q 

IN addition to the  arrangements made for acute 
cases the women’s steerage has been arranged as 
a convalescent roonl, while on the after part of 
the mail1 deck is located the laundry‘, and the 
disinfecting rnachine occupies the forward part of 
the hold. A corps of trained male. nurses from 
New York will accompany the  ship. We fire 
sorry  that  the Inany highly trainea women who 
would gladly have served as nurses should be 
disqualified on account of their sex ; such a.dis- 
qualification is  unwortby of the liberal and large- 
minded policy which is usually found wherever 
the  banner of the  stars and  stripes holds sway. 

* * Q 

A SPECIAL correspondent of the TZIEUS, lately  in 
Egypt, Writes  to that  journal  drawing  attentioil to 
the  statements made by Mr. Brodrick, i n  reply to 
the questions recently asked in the I-Iouse  of 
Conmons, as to the absence of any  sun protection 
on stretchers  carring  the wounded in the Soudan, 
that the subject of folding hoods has beeu (( under 
consideration.” The Ti~/zd correspondent  points 
out that  this question must have been I( under 
consideration ” since 1885, as, in carrying the 
wounded  from Metanmeh to Korti exactly the 
same pressing need was felt by the wounded for 
some protection from the sun  as occurred in  the 
march from Nalrheila to Atbara Fort  the  other 
day, 

0 * ;K- 

Those who risk  their  lives for their  country as 
well as their  relations at home, have, we think, a 
right to espect  that  adequate provision shall be 
npde for the comfort of the wounded. If, as i s  , 

asserted,  the  question of providing hoods to the 
stretchers has been (‘under con side ratio^ for 13 
years,” it would seem as if we needed a Charles 
Diclrens to arise and point the finger of ridicule a t  
oflicial red tapeism and mismanagement. At  the 
Same time we cannot help wondering if it occurred 
to those on the spot  that native mats,  properly 
arrang.ed, afford, in the absence of a more  elaborate 
provision, an excellent shelter from the  rays of 
the sun. 

m Q B 

LORD and LADY ABERDEEN said God-speed to 
the four nurses of the Victorian Order  sent to 
I(londike, at a reception given at the Rideau h l l ,  
Ottawa. The affair was  quite informal and 
kindly, and the attendance  large and represent- 
ative. One of the  features of the evening was 
the display of costumes, utensils, and Inany 
appliances for the comfort and convenience of the 
llllrses,  and  their  prospective  patients.  During 
the evening delightful addresses  weredeliyered -- . by 
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